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You are the ACE of my heart
**STRIP MATCH UP**

Divide the deck in half with the numbers and face cards divided equally (equal amounts of 2's, 3's, in each pile etc). Each person takes turns laying down a card. When the cards match, both players have to remove a piece of clothing (that the other person chooses). Play until there is nothing left to take off!

**KISSING ROYALS**

Play Slap Jack with your partner. The twist is, every time you slap the pile with any face cards (Jack, Queen, King, or Ace), you get a 30 second kiss from your spouse. You get to choose where you want to be kissed!

**HIDDEN CARD**

Have your spouse pick a card from the deck and hide it somewhere on their body (underneath their clothes) without you seeing. Then - you have to find it!

**LOVE IS A BATTLEFIELD**

Play the simple game of War with your spouse. Every time you end up with the same cards and have to face off in a “War”, the winner with the highest card chooses a sexy task to do to the other person. You probably won’t finish the whole game!